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Даний посібник містить тексти, присвячені біографіям відомих 

англійських та американських вчених, які зробили значний внесок у 

розвиток світової науки. 

Посібник складається з 11 розділів, у яких описуються творчі та 

життєві шляхи відомих учених. Після кожного розділу пропонуються 

запитання для контролю розуміння тематики, що вивчається. В 

кінці посібника надано словник найбільш уживаної лексики.  

Даний посібник може бути рекомендований як додатковий матеріал 

для самостійної роботи в якості домашнього читання студентам 

філологічних спеціальностей, студентам-перекладачам, студентам-

міжнародникам, а також аспірантам. 
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The given teaching aid includes texts describing biographies and the 

ways to success of famous English and American scientists who made a 

great contribution into the development of the world science. 

It consists of eleven units and each of them describes the life and 

creative success of a prominent scientist. At the end of each unit there are 

questions given for comprehension of the studied material. 

This teaching aid is recommended as the additional material for 

independent reading like home-reading for the students of philological, 

translation and international departments as well as for the post-graduates. 
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Archimedes was killed in 212 B. C., at the age of seventy or over. He 

was not only a first-rate mathematician, but a first-rate scientist. As a 

mathematician, he broke away from the formal and rather narrow methods 

of Greek geometry, and invented something very like the integral calculus.  

Among the propositions which he proved was that the area of a sphere 

is the same as that of the curved part of a cylinder which just fits round it. 

The design of a sphere in a cylinder was engraved on his tomb. He also 

showed that, the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter, is 

between 3 1/7 and 3 10/71. 

But his most important work was the founding of the science of 

hydrostatics. According to the story usually told, King Hieron of Syracuse 

had bought a crown which was alleged to be of pure gold. The king suspected 

that it had a core of mere silver, but did not want to cut it open, so he asked 

Archimedes how to decide the question.  

Archimedes hit on the answer in the public bath, and was so excited 

that he rushed through the streets to the palace without dressing. If this is 

true, he was the first absent-minded professor in history, and the crown 

was worth more than all other crowns put together.  

He saw that a pound of silver occupies nearly twice as much space as 

pound of gold, and that bulk can be measured by putting each in a full 

vessel, and measuring how much water runs over. So he compared the bulk 

of the crown with those of an equal weight of silver. 

This led at once to the notion that every substance has a characteristic 

density, or specific gravity. Thus a cubic inch of gold weighs 19.25 times 

as much as a cubic inch of water, while a cubic inch of silver weighs 10.5 

times as much. So a silver crown displaces nearly twice as much water as a 

golden crown of the same weight, and a mixed one displaces an intermediate 

amount. 

For thousands of years before Archimedes merchants had been weighing 

and measuring. Weight and bulk are examples of what are called extensive 

properties of matter. They add up. Two pounds and three pounds make five 

pounds, and so on.  

But density is an intensive property. It does not add up. If you mix a 

metal with a density of 6 and one with a density of 10, you do not get an 

alloy with a density of 16, but usually with one somewhere between 6 and 10. 

Archimedes  
(287-212 B. C.) 
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Modern physics and engineering are based on intensive properties 

which can be measured. Here are few of them. Temperature, electrical 

conductivity, heat conductivity, hardness, elasticity, refractive index, albedo 

(fraction of light reflected) melting-point, boiling-point, solubility in water, 

magnetic susceptibility, coefficient of thermal expansion, viscosity. 

Any engineer could mention dozens more. There are other extensive 

properties besides weight and bulk, such as heat content, entropy, electrostatic 

capacity, and so on. But physics could not start without the measurement 

of the intensive properties.  

Archimedes went on to found the science of hydrostatics, and did it so 

well that some of his propositions are taught today, almost without change. 

And he made a beginning with statics, introducing such fundamental ideas 

as that of the centre of gravity. 

He laid the foundations of physics, but very little was built on them 

until Stevin continued his work on statics, and Galileo founded dynamics, 

in the sixteenth century A. D. science died out when the free Greek cities 

such as Syracuse were conquered by the Romans, and was born again in 

the United Provinces of the Netherlands, and in the free cities of Italy. 

We can see why it died out from the life of Archimedes himself. He 

invented a number of machines, including a screw for raising water, and 

others used in defending Syracuse against the Romans. He is said to have 

set fire to their ships with a concave mirror, but this is no more possible 

than the heat ray in Wells’s The War of the Worlds. 

He refused to write accounts of any these inventions, except a sphere 

for demonstrating the motions of the planets. He regarded them as beneath 

the dignity of a philosopher. This attitude to manual work was inevitable in 

a society based on slavery. But the gap between thought and manual work 

was not very wide in the Greek cities, where many citizens were craftsmen, 

and if they owned a slave or two, worked beside them at the bench.  

As the Romans conquered the Mediterranean basin, and made millions 

of slaves, the gap became so great that science died out. Eighteen centuries 

later, in Holland and Italy, craftsmen once more became leading citizens, 

and science started again.  

There was another reason why science decayed under the Roman 

Empire. Unemployment developed among the free population of Rome and 

other great towns, while the slaves were worked to death. The government 

paid for the building of temples, baths, circuses, and other buildings to 

give work. 

The historian Suetonius tells us that an inventor approached the 

emperor Vespasian with a machine for moving heavy stones. He turned it 

down because it would have displaced labour. 
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Science only flourishes in special conditions. Italian science has been 

decaying for a generation or more, and Fermi, the greatest living Italian 

scientist, is a refugee in America. Sicily still produces mathematics, but 

little or no science.  

If Archimedes’s countrymen are allowed to decide their own destinies, 

the liberation of Sicily may make it possible for Sicilians once more to 

serve humanity as Archimedes served it. 

 

Questions 
 

A 

1. What were the achievements of Archimedes as a mathematician? 

2. Retell briefly the story of how Archimedes came to the notion that 

every substance has a characteristic density or specific gravity. 

3. What is the difference between intensive and extensive properties of 

matter? 

4. Of what branches of science did Archimedes lay the foundation? 

5. Why did Archimedes refuse to give accounts of his inventions? 

6. Why did science decay under the Roman Empire? 

7. What style does the author use to describe scientific achievements? 

8. Find in the text the sentences where Passive Voice is used? 

9. Explain the difference between «find» and «found». 

 

B 

1. What intensive and extensive properties of matter besides those mentioned 

in the text do you know? Describe some of them. 

2. Speak on the links between science and practice in ancient and modern 

times. 
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The great English scientist Isaac Newton was born in the little village 
of Woolthorpe, not far from the old university town of Cambridge, on 
December 25, 1642. His father, a farmer, died before his son’s birth. Little 
Isaac was left to the care of his mother, uncle and grandmother who sent 
him to school.  

In his early years young Isaac shone more as one who could make 
things with his hands than a scholar. His neighbours watched him making 
various things and thought he would probably become a well-known clock 
maker. There was ground for thinking thus because he had already made a 
clock of a kind which his neighbours had never heard of before. It worked 
by water. Besides the water-clock, Isaac also made a sundial. His grandmother 
was never at a loss to know the hour; for the water-clock could tell it in the 
house, and the sundial outside. It is said that the sundial is still at Woolthorpe, 
on a wall of the house where Newton lived.  

When he grew older, however, he took a considerable interest in 
mathematics. 

Though Isaac never lost his manual skill his ability as a mathematician 
and a physicist was the most important in his life. According to Newton 
himself, his first physical experiment was carried out in 1658, when he was 
sixteen years old. Wishing to find out the strength of the wind during a 
storm, he jumped against and before the wind and by the length of his jump 
he could judge the strength of the wind. Thus, even in his boyish sports, he 
was searching out the secrets of nature and could find out difficult things 
in simple ways. His brain was always busy observing different phenomena 
of nature.  

Not far from his grandmother’s home there was a windmill. When the 
windmill was not working he examined the mechanism and when the windmill 
worked he watched the process of its work. Then he made a model of the 
windmill; every part of the mill and its machinery was complete.  

If Isaac was left to himself, he was either making something or studying 
some book. At night he looked up at the stars, and wondered if they were 
worlds like our own, and how great their distance from the earth was. 

Isaac Newton 
(1642-1727) 

The Discoverer of the Law 
of Gravitation 
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There were a lot of questions in his mind but nobody was able to answer 
them. 

When Isaac was fourteen years old, his mother took her son from 
school to help her on the farm at Woolthorpe, where she lived with three 
other children – Isaac’s brother and two sisters. For more than two years he 
worked on the farm and then his mother sent him back again to school to 
prepare for the University. 

On June 5, 1661, Newton entered the University of Cambridge where 
he studied mathematics. Soon he became famous having made a number of 
important contributions to mathematics by the time he was twenty-one. 

When Newton was twenty-two years old he began studying the theory 
of gravitation. In 1665, while on a visit in his native village, he saw an 
apple fall from a tree and began wondering what force made the apple fall. 
Probably this was influenced by his knowledge of Galileo’s experiment 
from the Tower of Pisa. 

 

The Problem of Gravitation 
 

We know that the moon makes a circle round the earth in about every 
twenty-eight days. We know also that our earth and other planets move 
around the sun. Does it not seem probable that the earth pulls the moon, 
and it moves in its orbit under the influence of the earth’s gravitation? 
Perhaps also the sun pulls the earth and the other planets.  

It was over such possibilities that young Isaac Newton was thinking in 
the solitude of his Lincolnshire home when the Great Plague raged in 
London and he, along with other students, was sent home from Cambridge 
because of this plague. In that quiet period of almost two years he finished 
considering his discoveries which had perhaps the most far-reaching effect 
in the whole history of science: the method of fluxions, decomposition of 
light and the law of gravitation. 

As a young man at Cambridge Newton had read with great interest the 
writings of Galileo, he knew the geometry of Descartes, and he had already 
partly worked out the methods of calculus, which he called the method of 
fluxions. So when he began to think «of gravity extending to the orb of the 
moon», as he wrote, he immediately put this idea to the test of calculation. 

When Newton first began his calculations the available information of 
the earth’s radius and of the moon’s distance was not accurate. The relative 
distance between the various planets was not accurately known at the time. 
Newton did not know whether he could treat the sun and the planets as 
though they were points, concentrated at their respective centres through 
which he could assume the forces acted so he put his calculations aside and 
let the problem wait. 
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For some years he studied light, in which subject alone his work was 

enough to place him in the first ranks among men of science.  

Newton performed many experiments with light and found that white 

light was made up of rays of different colours. He invented the reflecting 

telescope, that was very small in diameter, but magnified objects to forty 

diameters. Newton developed a mathematical method which is now known 

as the Binomial Theorem and also differential and integral calculus. 

In 1669 he was appointed professor and began lectures on mathematics 

and optics at Cambridge. 

 

Newton’s Theory of Gravitation 
 

Some years after Newton had begun to work on the problem of gravitation 

a French observer made a new estimate of the earth’s radius, and reported 

his results at a meeting of the Royal Society. Newton then reviewed his old 

notes and examined the information he had. He found that now he was nearer 

to the solution of the problem than before, but he did not publish his results, 

he was still not satisfied, because his theory was not completely worked out. 

However, the time had come to publish his results on gravitation because 

the problem was being discussed on all sides. An important work on centrifugal 

force by a Dutch scientist Christian Huygens appeared in 1673. The 

mathematical difficulties seemed insurmountable, so Huygens, together 

with some Fellows of the Royal Society approached Newton on the subject. 

He was asked what path a body would take if it were attracted by a mass 

with a force acting inversely as the square of the distance. And Newton’s 

immediate answer was, «An ellipse». 

Newton gathered together all his earlier calculations, and succeeded in 

completing his whole theory. First he examined the general problem of the 

attraction of one mass by another. He showed that a massive sphere attracts 

another as if the whole mass were concentrated at the centre. This was a 

result of great importance. It enabled Newton to treat the problems of the 

sun, moon and earth like problems of geometry, for the masses of these 

bodies could be treated as if concentrated at points. Thus he at last justified 

the method of treatment which he had first adopted for the problem of the 

earth and moon. The proof of his inverse square law was now complete. 

He had demonstrated that the gravitational pull of the earth extends as far 

as the moon and keeps it in its orbit. He demonstrated that this pull is in 

accordance with the same law as that by which a stone falls to the ground, 

namely gravity. 

Newton then showed that the inverse square law represents not only 

Kepler’s third law, but his first two laws as well. Thus he not only combined 
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the three results of Kepler, but he extended his own theory of gravitation to 

the movements of the planets round the sun. The whole machinery of the solar 

system was thus brought under the sway of one law, which states that every 

particle attracts every other particle with a force which changes inversely 

as the square of the distance between them. This statement is part of Newton’s 

law of gravitation, which, together with all his other theories, was given to 

the world in his great work Elements of Natural Philosophy published in 1687. 

It is interesting to note that Newton did not want to publish his book. 

He locked it in his desk and decided to keep it there forever. 

However, other scientists began to take interest in the subject of gravitation. 

Astronomers, physicists and others talked about it at conferences in London. 

Wren, the famous architect, offered a prize to any scientist who could 

prove why the path of a planet must be an ellipse. But nobody could do it. 

In August of 1684 Halley, the astronomer, visited Newton at Cambridge 

and asked him if he could solve the problem. Newton said he had already 

got the answer, and promised to send his manuscript some time later. Halley 

received the manuscript in the autumn of the same year but Newton’s great 

work, Elements of Natural Philosophy, was published only in the middle of 

1687. With this book, a new period in the development of science began. 

Newton’s law of inverse squares thus joined in one simple mathematical 

statement the behaviour of the planets as well as of bodies on this earth. It 

was the first synthesis of physical knowledge. As such his contribution to 

science is unique. 

Isaac Newton gained great fame. But he cared little for it. All that he 

had learned and discovered only made him feel how much more there was 

that he did not know. 

It is now easy for us to understand how important Newton’s work was. 

The publication of Elements of Natural Philosophy was compared to the 

sunrise. His laws (in their specific fields) will be used till humanity and its 

science and technology exist. That is why Newton’s work is immortal, it 

outlived his time and it will always live. But Newton himself was always 

modest. Once he said that he had been only as a child playing on the seashore, 

while the immense ocean of truth extended itself unexplored before him. 

Newton devoted all his time to science. Working at difficult questions 

he forgot everything else. On such days he kept to his room, and did not 

allow anyone to disturb him. Sitting half dressed on his bed he remained 

there in thought all day long eating only when food was brought to him 

and not noticing what he was eating.  

One morning he was working very hard, and did not leave his room to 

go and have breakfast with the family. The housekeeper, however, sent one 

of the maids into his study with an egg and saucepan of water. The maid 
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had been told to boil the egg and stay while he ate it, but as he wished to 

be alone, Newton sent her away, saying that he would cook it himself. The 

maid left it near his watch on the table, and, telling him to let it boil for 

three minutes, left the room. She returned soon after and found Newton 

standing deep in thought, the egg in his hand, while his watch was boiling 

in the saucepan. 

Isaac Newton’s temper was so mild, nothing could disturb it, as can be 

seen from the following incident. He had a little dog which was called 

Diamond. One evening Newton went out of his study leaving Diamond 

there and when he returned a few minutes later, he saw that a lighted 

candle had been pushed over on its side among some papers and that the 

nearly finished work of many years was in flames. As Newton was already 

an old man, the loss was irreparable, but he did not punish the dog, he only 

exclaimed, «O Diamond, Diamond, you do not know the mischief that you 

have done». 

 

* * * 
 

Isaac Newton died in 1727 at the age of 85. He was buried with 

honours, as a national hero. It was the first time that national honours of 

this kind had been accorded in England to a man of science.  

 

Questions 
 

1. Where was Newton born? 

2. What abilities did Isaac display? 

3. How did Isaac make a model of the windmill? 

4. What did Newton study at Cambridge University? 

5. What did Newton find out with light? 

6. What is Newton’s theory of gravitation? 

7. What facts prove that Newton was absent-minded? 

8. What are famous works of Newton? 

9. What helped I. Newton to find out the theory of gravitation? 

10.  In what way did Newton extend the theory of gravitation? 

11.  Find sentences where Past Perfect is used and explain the usage. 

12.  Explain in your own way how you understand the theory of gravitation. 
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«You care for nothing but shooting, dogs and rat-catching, and you will 

be a disgrace to yourself and your family», said Dr. Robert Darwin, of 

Shrewsbury, to his son Charles, about 110 years ago. Certainly Charles 

showed little interest in Latin and Greek, the only subjects taught him at 

school. He did not do much better as a medical student at Edinburgh. His 

lectures bored him, but he began to find things out for himself. His first 

scientific paper, read when he was 16 years old, contained the discovery 

that had previously been called the eggs of Flustra, an animal which forms 

incrustations on seaweed, could swim about, and were really larvae.  

He had no liking for a medical career, and when 19 years old was sent 

to Cambridge to become a clergyman. Once again he did not care for 

lectures, but showed great zeal in collecting beetles. At 22 he left with a 

pass degree, and soon afterwards accepted an unpaid post as naturalist on 

H. M. S. Beagle, whose voyage round the world lasted for five years. He 

was, however, able to get ashore for weeks at a time, especially in South 

America. He interested himself in geology and in collecting and describing 

hitherto unknown animals.  

And what he saw started him thinking. He visited islands whose geological 

structure showed that their rocks had once formed part of the sea bottom, 

and yet were inhabited by animals found nowhere else, though resembling 

those on the neighbouring continent. On the prevailing theories these 

animals must have been specially created. At that time most biologists 

thought that every species of animal had been created by God in its existing 

form, and many believed that all animals were descended from ancestors in 

Noah’s ark. Darwin found these ideas difficult. 

«It is strange», he wrote from St. Helena in 1836, «that this little centre 

of a distinct creation should, as is asserted, bear marks of recent elevation». 

He did not yet see how to explain such facts. But on some human affairs he 

had certainly made up his mind. His letters are full of attacks on slavery, 

which was only abolished in the British Empire in 1838.  

«I was told before leaving England (he wrote from South America) that 

after living in slave countries all my opinions would be altered; the only 

alteration I am aware of is forming a much higher opinion of the negro 

character. It is impossible to see a negro and not feel kindly towards him».  

Charles Darwin 
(1809-1882) 
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He returned to England in 1836, and never left it again, partly because 

of persistent bad health. In 1837 he started his first notebook on the  

transformation of species, that is to say, the theory that existing species of 

plants and animals, including men, were descended from ancestors very 

unlike themselves, and that the change, or evolution, had been mainly due 

to the survival of the fittest in each generation. His great book, The Origin 

of Species, was published twenty-two years later. During the whole interval 

he went on collecting facts for and against the theory which he gradually 

built up. In doing so, he says: 

«I followed a golden rule, namely that whenever a published fact, a 

new observation or thought came across me, which was opposed to my 

general results, to make a memorandum of it without fail and at once; for I 

had found by experience that such facts and thoughts were far more apt to 

escape from the memory than favourable ones».  

What other good qualities had he? Again to quote from his own words, 

«I think that I am superior to the common run of men in noticing things 

which easily escape attention, and in observing them carefully». We are 

apt to forget that if Darwin had never written a word on evolution, he 

would still have been among the world’s great biologists. 

He wrote a number of books on the fertilization of flowers. They 

described both observation and experiment. It is characteristic of Darwin 

that his experiments were always very simple. When one reads them one is 

inclined not so much to say «how clever Darwin was to think of that», but 

«how stupid the rest of humanity was not to think of that before». For 

example, he noticed that there are two kinds of primrose and cowslip, one 

with long styles, and the other with short. He fertilized numbers of flowers 

with the pollen of others, and found that pollen from long-styled plants 

produced plenty of seed on short-styled plants, and similarly pollen from 

short on long-styled plants. But when he crossed long with long, or short 

with short, he got very few seeds.  

His last book, published when he was 72 years old, was devoted to 

earthworms, but he had been studying them for at least 42 years. He points 

out that they are constantly raising earth from below the surface, and may 

bring up a layer a foot deep in 60 years. This process serves to bury large 

stones and even buildings in the course of time. Among other experiments 

he did a large number of intelligence tests on worms, finding, for example, 

that they pulled triangular pieces of paper into their burrows by the sharpest 

angle, but pairs of pine needles by the blunt end. He was convinced that 

worms had intelligence. 

In his scientific work he was guided by two principles. He never forgot 

that everything has a history. For example, the soil of England has been 
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made by earthworms, and men have been evolved from animals. And he 

was always trying to break down barriers between groups of living beings 

which in our ordinary thought e regard as totally distinct. He devoted two 

books to the movements of climbing plants, and the even quicker movements 

of those which catch insects. In these he points out that many plants have 

properties which are usually thought to be peculiar to animals. In consequence 

he was not ashamed of making what he called «fool’s experiments», as 

when, after noticing that a plant responded to vibrations of the table, he 

made his son play a bassoon to it! 

But if most of his work was unorthodox he was fully conversant with 

the ordinary theory and practice of zoology and botany. He was out to 

show that the existing classification was artificial, in the sense that there 

were no unchangeable lines between species, and indeed that varieties, 

such as the bulldog or the Manx cat, were species in the making. But as a 

preliminary to this attack on accepted ideas, he devoted much of eight 

years to describing and classifying, in six volumes, all the known species 

of living and fossil barnacles. It is no use attacking a theory till you really 

understand it, and your attack is most successful if you appreciate its good 

points from actual experience, and so far as possible preserve them when 

framing a new theory. 

In 1837 Darwin began to make notes on the transmutation of species. 

By 1844 he had written a sketch of his views, shown it to colleagues, and 

asked for it to be published if he died. In 1858, fourteen years later, Alfred 

Russel Wallace sent Darwin an essay containing many of the same views. 

Darwin proposed to publish it, and suppress his own book. However, 

Hooker, who had read Darwin’s sketch, insisted that this would be serious 

loss to science, and finally Wallace’s essay was read to the Linnaean 

Society in 1858 with extracts from Darwin’s unpublished book, and from a 

letter written in 1857. Wallace, who was as magnanimous as Darwin, 

entirely agreed to this course, and there were none of the petty squabbles 

about priority which have occasionally disgraced scientists.  

In 1859 The Origin of Species was published. Its argument falls into 

two parts. On the one hand evidence is brought forward from the study of 

fossils, of geographical distribution, of embryology, and of vestigial organs 

(such as man’s ear muscles or the remains of a dog’s thumb) that existing 

animals and plants are descended from very different forms in the past. On 

the other hand, the theory is put forward that the change has been mainly 

due to natural selection, or the preservation of favoured races in the 

struggle for life. For example, within a species some animals have thicker 

hair than others. Such differences are inherited. The thick-haired animals 

will survive better in a cold climate, so the species as a whole will tend to 
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have thicker hair. The opposite will happen in a warm climate. Similarly, 

plants with an inherited tendency to produce flowers whose colour and 

smell attract bees will be more often fertilized by them than plants with 

unattractive flowers, and therefore flowers of many species have gradually 

developed so that they now attract bees.  

Today ninety-nine biologists in a hundred believe in evolution, but a 

good many doubt whether it can be entirely explained by natural selection, 

though natural selection is pretty universally admitted to have been one of 

its causes.  

Of course, Darwin’s theory was violently attacked by many people. Bishop 

Wilberforce described it as an «utterly rotten fabric of guess and speculation», 

and others used still harsher language. But the majority of biologists, even 

when critical, could not cope with the incredible mass of facts which Darwin 

had collected in favour of his theory, and the detail in which he dealt with 

objections to it, especially in later editions of the book. Hence he carried 

conviction where earlier evolutionists such as Lamarck had failed to do so. 

Darwin himself objected to controversy, but he found a number of very 

vigorous champions, especially T. H. Huxley. He contended himself with 

bringing forward further evidence in his book on The Variation of Animals 

and Plants under Domestication, and in developing his theories, especially 

on sexual selection, further in The Descent of Man. 

It was not till the end of the nineteenth century that the weakest points 

in the theory of natural selection were discovered. Particularly Darwin’s 

theory of heredity was wrong. The germ-cells do not collect contributions 

from the various organs of the body, as he believed. And variation is not so 

continuous as he often suggested. Evolution has not always taken place in 

small steps. Thus the step from a coloured to a white flower may be taken 

in a single jump without intermediates. However, these criticisms do not 

disprove either evolution, or the importance of natural selection. To-day a 

good many of the other objections to Darwin’s views have been met. 

Darwin’s theories must, I think, be modified in many details, like those of 

Newton or Dalton, but I, at least, am one of those who regard them as one 

of the foundations on which biology must be built. As a result of accepting 

Darwinism, I think most biologists are now materialists, in the sense that 

they believe that matter existed before mind. Darwin, who was very cautious, 

did not go so far. He described himself as an agnostic.  

As a result of Darwin’s work many people have come to believe that 

our descendants will be much more perfect than ourselves, with less 

animal characteristics. Others, because they accepted Darwinism, have 

been much more ready to apply evolutionary theories to society, and to 

believe that the kind of organization which is best fitted for a people, for 
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example, that of England, changes with time. At one time, feudalism was 

the best possible system, later on capitalism. Darwin did not discuss the 

evolution of societies. But he made it easier for other to do so. In fact, he 

has had a very unsettling effect on thought, and made it much harder to take 

a great many current ideas for granted, or to believe a number of doctrines 

which were thought to be essential to religion.  

To sum up, Darwin speculated in the most daring manner. He was 

extremely cautious in publishing his speculations and extremely honest in 

weighing the arguments against them. But his mind was dominated by an 

immense respect for facts, and it is this respect more than any other 

characteristic which has given him his lasting influence on human thought. 

 

Questions 
 

A 

1. What have you learnt about Darwin as a school boy? 

2. What was his first scientific paper? 

3. Say a few words about Darwin’s voyage on Beagle. 

4. What did most biologists at that time think about the origin of species? 

5. What were other scientific achievements of Darwin apart from this 

theory of evolution? 

6. What is characteristic of Darwin’s experiments? 

7. What was Darwin’s rule about attacking a theory? 

8. What does the author mean by the expression «fool’s experiments»? 

9. Give the headlines to all the paragraphs found in the text. 

10.  Analyse the word «cautious» used in the text. Give synonyms to 

this word. 

11.  Find sentences where Passive Voice is used. 

 

B 

1. Do you know of any other famous men who showed little interest in 

the subjects they were taught at school? 

2. Do you know of other scientists who made long voyages and collected 

many data during them? 

3. What is your method of collecting facts and putting them down in 

your paper? 

4. Did you have any interesting experiences with animals as the one 

Darwin had with squirrels? 

5. What are the weak points of Darwin’s theory? 
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Thomas Hunt Morgan had opened a new chapter in science, and, what 
is more, a chapter which is quite easy to understand, and which has led to 
results of great practical value.  

He started as a student of embryology and of regeneration, that is to 
say, the capacity which many animals possess for growing limbs or other 
organs to replace those which they lose. In middle life he began work on 
inheritance in the little fly Drosophila melanogaster. This insect is almost 
ideal for such work, as one can grow several hundred in a pint bottle, and 
they get through a generation in a week or ten days.  

Aston worked alone; Morgan led a brilliant team, whose most conspicuous 
members were Bridges, Muller, Sturtevant and Mrs. Morgan. Within a few 
years they had proved conclusively that the genes, which play a part in 
heredity similar to that of atoms in chemistry, are material objects located 
at definite point on the chromosomes in the nucleus of each cell.  

The different members of the team made their own contributions, but it 
will never be known exactly who was responsible for which idea. This is as 
it should be. When men and women are working fruitfully together they all 
contribute something, even if one of them first puts an idea into words or 
symbols.  

So far as I know Morgan never claimed any of the biggest discoveries 
as his own, though he often appeared as a joint author. The atmosphere in 
his laboratory was as different as it well could be from that in certain 
chemical laboratories where each junior worker is assigned a special task, 
and knows little or nothing of his colleagues’ work or the general plan of 
the professor’s investigation.  

Morgan would take as much trouble to get one of his juniors out of a 
scrape as he would over a piece of research. In fact he had the qualities 
needed for a leader, as opposed to a dictator, in science. 

As science is more and more planned, these qualities will become more 
and more important.  

 

* * * 
 

Although he was aware of the importance of heredity in determining 
differences between human beings, he was opposed to the extreme «eugenic» 
propagandists.  

Thomas Hunt Morgan 
(1866-1945) 
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«I am inclined to think», he wrote, «that the student of human heredity 

will do well to recommend more enlightenment on the social causes of 

deficiencies rather than more elimination, in the present deplorable state of 

our ignorance as to the causes of mental differences… Least of all should 

we feel any assurance in deciding genetic superiority or inferiority as 

applied to whole races». 

He was, in fact, a wise man as well as a man of great knowledge and 

intellectual penetration. Those who were lucky enough to know him will 

remember him not only as a great scientist but as a great man. 

 

Questions: 
 

A 

1. What did Morgan and his team prove? 

2. What does Haldane say about the atmosphere in Morgan’s laboratory? 

3. To whom was Morgan opposed? 

4. Analyse the word «conspicuous» used in the text.  

5. What does the author mean by the expression «a joint author»? 

 

B 

1. What qualities do you think necessary for a leader of a scientific team? 

2. Describe the atmosphere at your laboratory. 
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Einstein’s birthday was on 14th March (1949). He is generally recognized 

as the greatest living mathematical physicist. Of course, younger men are 

now making greater contributions to that subject than he has done in the 

last ten years, but no one has yet equalled his earlier work. He is best 

known for his work on relativity. But if he had never written a line on the 

subject, he would still be regarded as a scientist of the first rank. 

The quantum theory was founded by Planck, but it was Einstein who 

made the simplest and probably the most universally valid statement about 

it, namely that when matter emits or absorbs light, the energy is transformed 

in single units. And the size of the unit is proportional to the frequency of 

the light. The energy of blue light is given out in bigger packets than that 

of red light, and that of red light in bigger packets than that of infra-red 

radiation, which we cannot see, but can feel as heat. That is why when we 

heat a metal it gives out red light before it gives out white. At a red heat some 

atoms have enough energy to produce red light, hardly any have enough to 

produce green or blue, which must be added to the red to make white. 

However, his work on relativity was even more important. Let us try to 

explain it. Our «common sense» view is that everything has a definite 

shape and size, that an event happens at the same time as a class of other 

events, and so on. What is more, some people seem to think that any denial 

of this view is idealism. 

Let us take a simple example to show that our common sense view 

won’t work. I drop a parcel in a steadily moving train. To me it seems to 

fall in a straight line, or nearly so. To you, standing on the platform as the 

train goes past, it seems to move in a curve called parabola, the descent 

becoming steeper and steeper as time goes on. If the earth were fixed, you 

would perhaps be right. But as the earth is moving too, there is little to 

choose between the two versions. 

Does that mean that the parcel has no real track, and is only something 

in our minds? Not a bit, says Einstein; you can give an account of the 

parcel’s movement which will be the same for all observers. So it is 

probably a considerable step nearer to reality than either my account or 

yours. But to give such an account we have to revise our accounts of space 

and time. There is an interval between any two events, and there are three 

sorts of intervals.  

A. Einstein 
(1879-1955)  
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The first sort of interval can be interpreted by me as entirely one of 

time, that is to say I may think two events happened at the same place and 

different times. But if you are moving relative to me you will say they 

happened at different places and different times.  

The second sort of interval can be interpreted as entirely one of space. 

That is to say I think two events happened at the same time in different 

places. But to you they may seem to have happened at different places and 

also at different times. 

Common sense, rather reluctantly, recognizes the first kind of relation 

between events. We all agree that if London is spinning round the earth’s 

axis, two events in the same room at an hour’s interval can be said to be 

hundreds of miles apart. But it took Einstein to see that «at the same time» 

was just as relative to the observer as «in the same place». There is a third 

kind of interval between events which all observers will agree are separated 

both in space and in time. 

Of course if he had stopped there his work would merely have been 

negative. But he was able to describe a framework of space time which was 

the same for all observers, though they would interpret it a little differently. 

This at once cleared up a lot of contradictions in physics. People had tried 

to measure how fast the earth was moving through space by measuring the 

speed of light at different times of year, and had found no difference. If 

Einstein is right, they could not hope to find one, because space has no being 

of its own apart from matter. 

I think most physicists are agreed that Einstein’s theory works very 

exactly so long as the two observers are in uniform motion relative to one 

another, like a man on a platform and a man in a steadily moving train. But 

things are not so simple when the speed of one relative to the other is 

changing, for example when the train is accelerating or slowing down. Everyone 

knows that acceleration generates forces, for example an accelerating or 

decelerating train seems to slope even when the track is flat. Einstein said 

that the man in the moving train who thinks its floor is off the straight has 

a perfect right to his opinion, and on this basis he predicted that gravitation 

and acceleration would have similar effects. 

In particular light should be bent by a very strong gravitational field. 

This prediction was verified by Eddington during an eclipse of the sun in 

1919. What is more, it was bent to the extent which Einstein had predicted. 

More and more other predictions came off. Einstein said that a body in 

motion relative to a balance was heavier than the same body at rest. So is a 

body with potential energy. You watch weighs more when wound up than 

when run down. The amount of energy in a watch is much too small to 

weigh by methods at present available. But the amount of energy in a large 
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number of radioactive atoms is enough to make them weigh distinctly 

more than the products formed when they split up. And this energy has 

been weighed. 

However, the general theory of relativity, that is to say the theory 

applied to systems whose parts are not in uniform motion relative to one 

another, is not complete. When one attempts to apply it to events which are 

very far apart in space or time it yields results which are probably incorrect. 

There is nothing surprising in this. One only approaches the truth by steps. 

Einstein made a very big step, but he is much too good a physicist to think 

that he has made the last one. 

Of course Einstein’s theories can be interpreted idealistically, and he has 

sometimes done so himself, though never completely. There is a measure 

of truth in the idealistic interpretation. The idealists say that what we call 

the material world only exists in our minds. A follower of Einstein would 

say something like this. Events, such as human births and deaths, chemical 

changes, or solar eclipses, are real enough. But the framework of the space 

and time, into which we try to fit them, is partly our own construction. There 

is a real set of relations between events. But different people interpret it in 

different ways. I say the parcel fell in a straight line, you say it fell in a 

curve. Each of us was giving a one-sided account of a track in space-time. 

Reality is more complicated than we think. But that does not mean that 

things aren’t real. On the contrary one might say they are more real than any 

isolated observer could have imagined. Only by the social act of comparing 

the experiences of different observers can we make the important step towards 

truth which Einstein was the first to make. 

 

Questions 
 

1. What is Einstein best known for? 

2. Try to explain in a simple way the space-time relationship of events. 

3. Mention some of Einstein’s scientific predictions. 

4. Who founded the quantum theory? 

5. How do you understand the theory of relativity? 

6. Find conditional sentences in the text. 

7. Why can theories of Einstein be interpreted idealistically? 
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Questions 
 

1. What is Einstein best known for? 

2. Try to explain in a simple way the space-time relationship of events. 

3. Mention some of Einstein’s scientific predictions. 

4. Who founded the quantum theory? 

5. How do you understand the theory of relativity? 

6. Find conditional sentences in the text. 

7. Why can theories of Einstein be interpreted idealistically? 
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Professor G. H. Hardy, who died in November 1947, was probably the 
greatest British mathematician of his generation, and one of the greatest in 
the world. Like many great men, he held views and did things which do 
not easily go together in the lives of ordinary men.  

He was a very pure mathematician. Much of his work was on the 
theory of numbers. For example he and his colleagues tackled the problem 
of the number of partitions of a given number. Consider the number three. 
You can express it as 3, as 2 + 1, or as 1 + 1 + 1, that is to say split it up in 
three ways. Four can be written as 4, 3 + 1, 2 + 2, 2 + 1 + 1, or 1 + 1 + 1 + 1, 
that is to say in five ways, and five in seven ways. But how can we find an 
expression for the number of partitions of any number? He finally arrived 
at the formula, which is fairly complicated. He then tackled similar problems, 
such as the number of ways in which a number can be broken up into a 
sum of a given number of squares, cubes, and so on.  

If anyone told him that such work was completely useless, he was the 
first to agree. He boasted that his mathematics had never helped to kill a 
single man, and stated that mathematics were something like cricket, worth 
doing for its own sake. He was an intense admirer of cricket and cricketers. 
He would admit that various mathematicians had been in the first class. 
But he put half a dozen or so of them in what he called the Hobbs class, 
after the great Surrey cricketer. In actual fact his boast was untrue. To take 
one single example, there is a function called Riemann’s Zeta function, 
which was devised, and its properties investigated, to find an expression 
for the number of prime numbers less than a given number. Hardy loved it. 
But it has been used in the theory of pyrometry, that is to say the  
investigation of the temperature of furnaces. And blast furnaces play a very 
important part in modern war.  

Even cricket has its social function. For example in spite of the strong 
resentment aroused by Larwood’s bowling, it has certainly cemented friendship 
between Britain and Australia; and the prowess of Indian and West Indian 
cricketers has made some Englishmen who would not otherwise have done 
so respect members of darker coloured races. Hardy’s pure mathematics 
had a social function of this kind. In 1913 an unknown Indian clerk, 
Ramanujan, sent him a letter containing about a hundred mathematical 
theorems. Hardy got him over to England, and he became the first Indian 
fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, and later of the Royal Society.  

G. H. Hardy  
(1877-1947) 
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Unfortunately he got tuberculosis. As he lay dying of it, Hardy visited 

him. He asked Hardy for the number of his taxicab. Hardy replied «1729, 

not a particularly interesting number». «What, replied Ramanujan, don’t 

you realise that it is the smallest number which can be expressed in two 

different ways as the sum of two cubes?» (103 + 93 or 123 + 13). Or so the 

story goes. Hardy is alleged to have said that Ramanujan was on terms of 

personal friendship with every number less than 10,000.  
In spite of this attitude to this profession, which many readers of this 

article will regard as futile and reactionary, Hardy was a staunch opponent 
of what he regarded as injustice and superstition, a socialist and a trade 
unionist. I remember him making a recruiting speech for the National 
Union of Scientific Workers, which was of course a Trade Union up to 1927, 
and as the Association of Scientific Workers, is one again. He argued that 
science and mathematics were worth doing for their own sake. But he went 
on to say that although our jobs were very different from a coalminer’s, we 
were much closer to coal miners than to capitalists. At least we and the 
miners were both skilled workers, not exploiters of other people’s work, 
and if there was going to be a line-up he was with the miners.  

The idea of art for art’s sake or mathematics for mathematics’ sake is 
an incomplete idea. But it is very much better than idea of art for money’s 
sake, or mathematics for engineering’s sake, no matter how the engineering 
is to be used. If you really believe in art for art’s sake you will soon want 
to change things so that everyone who wants can get a chance to practise 
art and to enjoy it. That means working for a society where everyone has 
the necessary leisure and means, in fact for socialism. That was as far as 
G. H. Hardy got.  

The next stage is reached when the artist realizes that his art can become 
a weapon for socialism, and be all the better for it. Men like William Morris, 
Alan Bush and, in his early plays, Bernard Shaw, got to this stage. It is 
certainly harder for a mathematician to do so, because mathematics only 
appeal to the emotions of a few people, and can only be used directly for 
socialism after socialism has been won.  

Though I disagree with Hardy’s attitude I regard it as one-sided rather 
than wholly wrong. It is right that every skilled worker should take pride in 
his or her work, particularly when it is not done to increase someone else’s 
profits. Hardy spent his life devising intellectual tools, which he tried out 
on the easiest material to hand, namely «pure» numbers. Other people have 
used these tools for the study of the mechanical systems such as telephones, 
and living ones, such as brains. To take an example from my own work, I 
have just used part of the theory of the partitions of numbers to analyse family 
records to see whether, on an average, certain diseases occur more often 
among the later born members of a family than the earlier ones. 
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I happen to be one of those who find an intense aesthetic pleasure in 

mathematics quite apart from its applications. I quite realise that this is not 

enough. But I also realise that those who enjoy it most are likely to do it 

best. So I do not feel that Hardy’s attitude was wholly wrong, and I mourn 

a man whom I not only liked personally, but whose writings gave me some 

of the emotions which others derive from classical music. 

 

Questions 
 

A 

1. What mathematical problems did Hardy tackle? 

2. What did Hardy think about mathematics? 

3. What example of a social function of mathematics does Haldane give? 

4. What comparison did Hardy draw between mathematicians and 

coalminers? 

5. Why do some scientists consider Hardy’s theory of mathematics one

-sided? 

6. Why does the author compare the emotions caused by the writings of 

Hardy with classical music? 

 

B 

Give some examples of pure and applied scientific knowledge. 
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The man whose name is connected with the first railway is George 

Stephenson. He is often called «The Father of Railways».  

George Stephenson was the son of a poor English worker who lived 

eight miles from Newcastle. Stephenson’s father worked twelve hours a 

day for twelve shillings a week, and on that very low wage he had to 

support six children. The Stephensons lived in one room of an old house. 

They were too poor to pay for their children to go to school, and very often 

they could not even buy clothing for them. So George and his brothers and 

sisters grew up illiterate and went about cold and barefooted. But in spite 

of their poverty, they were a united family. George always helped his 

mother, who worked very hard. He looked after his younger brothers and 

sisters at home. He was kept busy all the time watching the children, because 

the road in front of the house was very dangerous: coal was transported along 

it by horses. And every day at midday George took his father’s dinner along 

to the mine to him.  

He had to work to help his parents and his first job was that of cowherd. 

Of course, he was not satisfied with it and wanted to work with his father 

who looked after a small steam-engine which pumped water out of a mine. 

When Stephenson was eight he began to work in a mine, but he was not 

allowed to work with his father on the engine until he was fifteen. At first 

he had to drive horses. Then his job was to put coal on the fires under the 

boilers from which the engine got the steam that gave it power.  

For two years he worked in this way. He learnt everything he could by 

watching the older men and asking them questions. They saw he wanted to 

learn and helped him. 

George Stephenson began to dream of becoming a great engineer, like 

James Watt. But he felt his lack of education and realized that he could 

never be really successful until he could read and write. He knew that he 

must study the theoretical, as well as practical, side of engineering, and 

that the best way he could do this was to read about the inventions and 

experiences of such engineers as Watt. So he decided, when he was seventeen, 

to learn to read and to spend part of his weekly wage and all his spare time 

on educating himself.  

George Stephenson 
(1781-1848) 

He Started Britain’s Railways 
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Three evenings a week, after a tiring twelve-hour shift at the pit, 

George walked a long distance to a young teacher to be taught the alphabet, 

and how to spell simple words. On his eighteenth birthday he managed to 

write his own name for the first time.  

As soon as George could write a few sentences he decided to extend his 

knowledge by learning arithmetic, a most important subject for an engineer. 

At the end of each evening his teacher wrote a few sums for George to work 

out during his dinner hours and to bring back for correction at his next 

lesson. Stephenson devoted so much time to his lessons that he had little time 

for anything else. He even trained a dog to bring him his dinner to save time.  

But he learned as much in the work-shop as he learned at school, because 

he studied every part of the engine and boiler until he knew exactly how 

they worked. Whenever anything went wrong with the engine, the other 

engineers always sent for Stephenson. When he was twenty, he was considered 

the best-trained and most experienced man not only in the engine-room but 

in the district. He handled an important machine used for hauling the coal 

from the mine.  

In his work as engine-wright Stephenson, besides being responsible for 

the pit engines, had also to supervise the transport of the coal from the pits. 

It was this duty that started him thinking about movable engines.  

During this period (known as the First Industrial Revolution in English 

history) machinery was taking the place of human labour and factories 

were being built all over England. The new factories needed coal for driving 

their machines, therefore the demand for coal was becoming so great that a 

quicker and cheaper method of transport was becoming an urgent need.  

Several attempts had already been made to design a steam locomotive, 

based upon Watt’s stationary engines. None of the attempts had been 

successful.  

Stephenson had followed these earlier experiments with great interest, 

and he became convinced that he could design a locomotive. So he decided 

to try to build an engine with two vertical cylinders and a boiler, eight feet 

long and three feet in diameter. He then laid, instead of the wooden rails 

used by the horse wagons, smooth metal rails for his engine to run on. This 

innovation made his experiment successful. On July 25, 1814, his locomotive 

was tested. It hauled eight loaded wagons weighing more than thirty tons at a 

speed of four miles an hour.  

No engine had done such a thing before, but Stephenson considered 

this engine only a beginning. When he heard that there were plans to build 

a railway of about thirty-six miles to carry both goods and passengers 

between Stockton and Darlington (the railway was intended for horse-

drawn wagons), Stephenson asked to be given the task of building the railway. 
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He said that he would use metal instead of wooden rails, and steam-

engines instead of horses. Stephenson felt that so much might result from 

this that he decided to establish his own locomotive factory in Newcastle 

to build locomotives for the Stockton – Darlington railway. 
When the new railway was opened on September 27, 1825, several 

thousand people came to watch the ceremony. The train consisted of six 
wagons loaded with coal and flour and twenty-two trucks had benches for 
the use of any members of the public who wished to ride. Stephenson 
himself drove the engine. By the time the train reached Stockton, it was 
carrying more than six hundred passengers.  

The building of the Stockton – Darlington railway for a steam locomotive 
won Stephenson such a good reputation that he was soon invited to build a 
still larger railway, this time between Liverpool and Manchester to serve 
the expanding cotton industry.  

While this work was going on, the promoters of the railway offered a 
prize to the engineer who would build the best engine for it. There were 
five competitors, but the prize was won by George Stephenson with his 
new engine the Rocket. This engine had a boiler with twenty-five fire-tubes 
in it which improved steam generation.  

Stephenson made his famous Rocket at a time when few people 
understood the great importance of his invention. When people heard that 
Stephenson had made an engine which could run at a speed of ten miles an 
hour, some said that the boilers would blow up if the engine went at such a 
speed. Others were afraid that such engines would be very dangerous; they 
said they would never feel safe travelling behind them.  

On September 15, 1830, when the railway between Liverpool and 
Manchester was opened, thousands came to see the new engine. Many people 
began to see the usefulness of the new invention, and they hoped that the 
engine would do what Stephenson said it could do.  

The Rocket did not blow up and no one died of fear. It not only ran at a 
speed of ten miles an hour, but for a while made as much as thirty miles an 
hour, and it was as safe as a stage-coach.  

It was not long before Stephenson was asked to make engines and to 
build railways for other parts of England. It was clear that engines would 
make travelling not only faster, but safer. 

 

Father and Son Work Together 
 

In the history of railways the name of George Stephenson is great. Yet 
it is probably true to say that without his son Robert he would have 
stopped short of many of the successes. Robert was a perfect partner for 
his father and an outstanding inventor himself. 
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George Stephenson won world-wide acclaim with his Rocket but he 

said that much of the credit belonged to his son Robert. Robert supervised the 

building of the Rocket, and later improved some parts in its construction.  

Father and son were always very friendly. Robert was born in 1803, 

and his mother died before he was three years old. This brought the boy 

nearer to his father.  

One thought above all others was in George Stephenson’s mind: at all 

costs Robert should have some schooling. He worked long and hard to 

send the boy first to a village school, then to a school in Newcastle. Robert 

wore clothes made by his father and went to school on a donkey, because 

there was no money to buy a horse.  

Robert’s first period of schooling ended when he was twelve, but 

during his few years of schooling he was teacher as well as pupil, because 

what he learned by day he taught his father in the evening.  

In 1815 George Stephenson invented a miner’s lamp – the Geordie 

lamp, as it is still called, for use in the mines. For this invention he was 

given a large sum of money and so he could send Robert to Edinburgh 

University for a six-month course. From that time on, for many years father 

and son worked closely together.  

In 1821, when George Stephenson was asked to make a survey for the 

Stockton to Darlington Railway, his chief assistant was Robert. 

They worked closely together again when they built the Liverpool to 

Manchester Railway. Then, as George Stephenson grew older and could 

not work much, he watched with pride as Robert gained achievements on 

his own, without his father’s help.  

Robert Stephenson built, for example, the Birmingham to London 

Railway, the first line to the British capital. For many years he built 

railways all over the world. Yet he is perhaps better remembered as a 

bridge-builder. He built bridges in Britain, in Canada and on the Nile.  

A monument to father and son was erected in Westminster Abbey. 

 

Questions 
 

1. What can you say about George’s childhood? 

2. What dream had George in his childhood? 

3. What did Stephenson decide to establish in Newcastle and for what? 

4. How can you describe his famous engine the «Rocket»? 

5. Who was a perfect partner of George Stephenson? 

6. What did George Stephenson invent in 1815? 

7. What is Robert Stephenson famous for?  

8. Say what grammar tenses are mostly used in the text. 
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The Father of the Electric Motor 
 

One of the great names in the history of man’s work in electricity is 

that of Michael Faraday. He was born in a small village near London on 

September 22, 1791 in a poor family. His father, a blacksmith, could feed his 

family with difficulty, and could not even dream of an education for his boy. 

As a boy Michael did not have much schooling. He had to work, and he 

had to learn a trade. So in 1804, when he was thirteen, he went to work in a 

bookbinder’s shop. The work was not very interesting. At first he delivered 

the ready books. Later he learnt how to bind books. 

He lived among books. Some of the scientific works which passed 

through his hands aroused his interest in science and he started to read. The 

boy could not read every book in the shop because he was busy and had 

not much time. He began to take home the books which he liked best. 

Once he ran across an article on electricity. When Faraday began to read it 

he knew nothing of the subject, but it struck his imagination. Soon his 

chief interest was in science, and especially in electricity and chemistry. 

He read as much as he could on these subjects. He made careful notes from 

the books that interested him most. 

To learn a science well it is necessary not only to read, but to experiment 

as well. Like all true scientists, Faraday wanted to make experiments. He 

had very little money, but he saved his few pennies and bought a cheap 

and simple apparatus and some materials. The more he studied, the more 

interested he became. Lectures on scientific subjects were at that time 

being given in London. Faraday wanted to go to these lectures, but he had 

to pay a shilling for this and at first he could not go. He told his brother 

about his difficulty. Although his brother was a working man in London 

and not at all rich himself he gave Michael the shilling. 

 

Davy’s Pupil 
 

Faraday also heard of other talks on science which were being given by 

an outstanding scientist and the most popular lecturer in London at that 

time, Sir Humphry Davy. He was able to go to these too, and as he sat and 

listened, he took notes and made drawings to illustrate them. 

Michael Faraday 
(1791-1867) 
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Davy was interested in many fields of science. He had already discovered 
the value of laughing gas as an anaesthetic, and he showed his listeners 
how to make a lamp which was safe in coal-mines. 

As Faraday learnt more about electricity, he grew discontented with his 
work at the bookbinder’s shop. He wanted to devote his life to science, but 
he could not see how he could do this. At last, in his poor room, he wrote a 
letter to Humphry Davy. He told him of his great interest in science and his 
desire to do scientific work and asked for his help. In the letter he put some 
of the notes which he had made when he was listening to Davy, and also 
some of his drawings.  

Davy wrote Faraday a kind reply. He asked Faraday to come to see 
him, and offered to give him an opportunity to do scientific research. 
Faraday was delighted, but he had to start at the bottom. His work at first 
was to wash apparatus and prepare what Davy and the other scientists used 
in their experiments. But Faraday could now work in the company of 
scientists. He could hear what they said when they talked together; and he 
could watch them at work.  

Davy sometimes took trips to Europe, where he met great scientists of 
other countries, and one day he asked Faraday if he wanted to go with him. 
Faraday, of course, was glad. He had never been more than a few miles 
from London in his life, and now he would meet some of the great men of 
science. The journey lasted a year and a half. It was a wonderful experience 
and the educational value of Faraday’s trip to Europe was great. Faraday 
learned much during the trip and he met, among other people, Volta and 
Ampere, who had already made a name for themselves in the history of 
electricity. 

 

Work and Experiments 
 

When Faraday returned to London he resumed his work and experiments. 
He helped Davy in his research and started to write articles for a scientific 
magazine. For five more years he studied electricity and various sciences, 
and then he himself began to teach.  

Faraday’s scientific interests were varied. He made a new kind of steel 
and a new kind of glass. He studied flying. He did many kinds of work, 
and he did most of it alone. He was of those people who liked to do 
everything themselves.  

Faraday had not much time for pleasure. He drew and sang, and he 
took his wife to the river sometimes. But he often worked fourteen hours a 
day. He began to get work from other people who had heard of his cleverness 
as a scientist. Men who wanted to know the answers to scientific questions 
asked him to make experiments to find out the truth. 
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Because of this work he could not do his own research in electricity. 

Time was his enemy, as it is the enemy of many hard-working men. He 

always had something to do for other people, and his own research  

progressed slowly. However, when he found that such work took too much 

of his time, he decided to give all his attention to scientific research.  

During his lifetime, Faraday made more than two thousand difficult 

experiments and made countless valuable discoveries in chemistry and 

physics. What we are most interested in here is just one discovery of his – 

the generation of electricity from magnetism. 

It was known at that time that an electric current could magnetize iron. 

Ampère had shown that if a piece of iron was placed inside a coil and a 

current was passed along the wire, the iron became a magnet. Faraday was 

wondering whether a magnet could in some way be made to give an electric 

current.  

Other scientists in other parts of the world were working on the same 

problem, but no one had yet been able to make an electric current by using 

a magnet. Today almost all the electricity that we use is generated by great 

machines which have magnets in them, but in those days no one knew how 

to do this. In Russia, France, and Germany scientists were making experiments, 

but they all failed. 

Faraday felt sure that a current could be produced in this way, but he 

too was at first totally unable to generate an electric current with his magnets. 

He placed wires near magnets in different ways. He made coils of wire and 

put them round magnets. He arranged the wires and magnets in every 

possible way and did not stop trying to get an electric current.  

At last he got a bright idea: he would move the magnet near wire. And 

then he got what he wanted: an electric current in the wire! He was already 

forty years old at the time, but his age did not stop him from dancing with 

delight on a table. 

 

The Wonderful Machine 
 

This was a great moment in the history of man’s electrical experiments. 

But Faraday did not stop at this. He tried different ways of producing the 

electric current. He got a current when he moved the wire instead of the 

magnet. 

Ampère had shown how to make a magnet by passing a current through 

a coil round a piece of iron. Faraday placed two separate coils round the 

iron (he also put two coils together without the iron) and passed a current 

through one coil. He found that when he started the current, or when he 

stopped it, or when he changed it, he got another current in the other coil. 
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If nothing moved, and if there was no change in the current in the first coil, 

he found no current in the other. 
After some more experiments of this kind, he made a machine. He 

placed a round plate of metal between the ends of a magnet. The plate was 

so arranged that it could be turned round with a handle. He fixed two wires 

which touched this turning plate. One of the wires touched the outside part 

of it and the other touched the middle. When the metal plate was turned, 

the machine gave Faraday a current of electricity in these two wires.  

This was the beginning of all the great machines that make our 

electricity today. They light and heat our houses; they make our radio-sets 

work; they give the necessary power to drive our electric trains. It was a 

way of changing one form of power (perhaps from coal or from a waterfall) 

into another. It was the beginning of the electrical age, which has changed 

the face of the earth.  

 

Questions 
 

1. What did Faraday learn from reading books? 

2. How long did he study electricity? 

3. What are scientific interests of Faraday? 

4. How many experiments did Faraday make? 

5. What famous electrical experiment did Faraday make? 

6. What struck the imagination of Faraday? 

7. What steps are necessary to make in order to learn a science well? 

8. Describe the style the author uses. Find metaphors in the text. 
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In 1877, an American, Thomas Alva Edison, made a recording on a 

little machine which he had invented, and played it back to himself. Although 

he knew that he would hear them, he was astonished just the same when 

his own words were spoken back to him. It was a historic moment, so you 

may think that he took something very important – a famous passage of 

literature, for example, for his first recording. Nothing of the sort; the words 

that came back to him were «Mary had a little lamb!» 

The date of Edison’s invention was August 12, 1877. But it was not 

until November 17 of that year that news of it came to the world in an 

article in a magazine called Scientific American. In December, Edison gave 

a demonstration of his talking machine in the office of the magazine and 

news of it spread very quickly. 

 

Recorded and Played Back 

 
The first phonograph was not at all like a record player of our time. It 

not only looked very different, it both recorded and played back, so that in 

this sense it could be said to have resembled the present day tape recorder. 

As you listen to the records of today, you no longer have to turn a 

handle to keep the machine going, but this is just what had to be done with 

the Edison machine. It was a tinfoil phonograph, for the recording was 

made on tinfoil, which was put around a metal cylinder. By turning a handle, 

the cylinder was made to rotate while a needle cut a groove into the 

tinfoil.  

As the cylinder was only nine centimeters long and ten centimeters in 

diameter, and as the groove cut by the needle was large and very rough, 

you would get only a few seconds of recording and it was very bad. But all 

the same it was a great step forward, a step that was to lead to the modern 

science of sound-recording. 

Edison’s machine was kept in England for many years at the Science 

Museum in London, but was later sent back to America in return for a 

model which was put in the museum in the same place. 

Thomas Alva Edison 
(1847-1928) 

The Wizard of Menlo Park 
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Edison’s Electric Lamp 
 

Next Edison became interested in the invention of an electric-light bulb 
for lighting streets and buildings by electricity instead of by gas.  

First he learned that platinum wire, which would melt in the open air 
and give a light of five candle-power, would give a light twenty-five candle-
power and burn a little longer in an all-glass bulb. This vacuum bulb was 
Edison’s first real step towards his success. 

In trying to find a small carbon conductor which could last for a long 
time the inventor had carbonized a lot of various things. One day he saw 
some cotton thread. He took it, made a loop out of it and placed it in a 
nickel mould, which was then placed in the furnace. He then fitted it into a 
pear-shaped glass bulb, pumped out the air, turned on the current, and 
watched to see for how long it would burn. It burnt for forty-five hours.  

It had taken Edison and his assistants thirteen months to produce the 
incandescent lamp, but he already knew, he said, that success awaited it. 
«If it will burn forty-five hours, there is no reason why it should not burn 
for a hundred hours,» thought Edison excitedly. 

 

The Man behind His Inventions 
 

Thomas Alva Edison was born on February 11, 1847, in Milan, Ohio. 
Tom, or Al, as his family called him, was one of those children who are 
always asking «Why?» He did not leave it there. If he had an idea he had 
to try it. 

Once, when he was six, he tried to hatch out some goose eggs by sitting 
on the nest. When the father asked him what he was doing, the boy 
answered that if the mother goose could hatch eggs, so could he, since he 
was much larger. On another occasion, he was nearly drowned when he 
dived into the canal and swam under a barge to examine its structure. 

At seven Al entered school but left it after three months, because the 
teacher thought that he was a dull boy. His mother then became his 
teacher. The boy loved books and he had a wonderful memory. Before he 
was nine he was collecting things. He kept them all in a special place in the 
cellar. His mother gave him a book on science and he began to study it. It 
gave him ideas for all kinds of experiments. 

One day he learned that balloons could fly because they had gas in 
them. So he thought he would fly too. He took a great dose of soda. He was 
sure he would fly at once. But the result was that soon he lay on the ground 
sick, and it seemed to him the world was going round him.  

Edison began to work when he was twelve years old. His first job was a 
newspaper boy on a train.  
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On his first coming to Detroit in 1859, he visited the library in that 
town and was strongly impressed by the rows and rows of books. He decided 
that he would read all the books and then he would know everything in the 
world. Measuring off the shelf he decided to read a foot of books every week.  

One winter night as Edison was selling his newspapers he did not hear 
the conductor’s call «all aboard». The train started, the boy caught the hand-
rail of the last car and was dragged along. The conductor seized him by the 
ears and pulled him up into the car. The boy suddenly felt that something 
had happened to his ear. From that moment Edison began to grow deaf.  

The newspaper boy soon decided to produce his own newspaper, and 
he did so each day while travelling on the train. He published his paper in 
the baggage car. The paper was about the size of a handkerchief. He gathered 
news, printed and sold the newspaper all by himself, spending the money 
he got on books and experiments.  

He also had a small laboratory in the baggage car of his train where he 
carried out experiments when he had the time. Nobody knew what he was 
doing there and the boy kept records of all his experiments. He was very 
careful but one day a bottle of phosphorus fell to the floor and set the car 
on fire. The conductor threw the boy, his newspapers and his laboratory 
off the train. Edison’s career with the railway ended.  

One day Edison saved the life of a child playing on the railway. The 
father of the child, a telegraphist, gave Edison lessons in telegraphy, and 
the next five years Edison worked as a telegraphist in various cities of the 
United States and Canada.  

As usual, he spent all his free time experimenting. Many of Edison’s 
most important inventions were made at his laboratory at Menlo Park, New 
Jersey, twenty-five miles from New York City. His laboratory was full of 
batteries, chemicals and a great number of instruments. 

The inventor experimented from morning till night. Quite often he had 
no time to have breakfast or dinner. All his inventions were the result of 
endless work. He sometimes made thousands of experiments.  

He slept very little making one of the hard benches his bed place. For 
months he slept no more than one or two hours a day. Yet he found time to 
read and he read not only scientific books but was fond of Shakespeare and 
Tom Paine as well. He had over 10,000 volumes in his home.  

Edison continued to work all through his long life and attributed his 
success not so much to genius as to hard work – «Ninety-eight per cent 
perspiration and two per cent inspiration,» as he liked to say.  

Edison’s inventions include the phonograph, or gramophone, the 
megaphone, the cinematograph, the improved lamp of incandescent light, 
many greatly improved systems of telegraphic transmission and numerous 
other inventions.  
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Questions 
 

1. What is Thomas Alva Edison famous for? 

2. What can you say about the childhood of Thomas? 

3. What do his inventions include? 

4. When and where did Edison give a demonstration of his talking 

machine? 

5. What was Edison interested in? 

6. When did Edison begin to work? 

7. Where did he have a laboratory? 

8. Describe the laboratory of Thomas Alva Edison. 

9. What is a famous saying of Edison? 

10.  Find participles in the text and explain their usage. 

11.  Find the examples of the Passive Voice used in the text. 
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William Harvey, a son of a rich merchant, was born at Folkestone, 

England, in 1578. Will, as he was called in the family, had six younger brothers 

and two sisters. They were affectionate to each other, though a little afraid 

of the father, who was very strict.  

In 1588, when Will was ten, he was sent to Kings’ School in Canterbury. 

It was a place with very strict discipline for those days, but Will was used 

to discipline and he worked hard. While he lived in Canterbury he learnt to 

love that beautiful and, even then, very old town. 

Before Will left school he decided to become a doctor. His father was 

very pleased and sent him to Cambridge for medical training. 

 

Harvey’s Studies in Padua 

 
He took his Bachelor of Arts degree at Cambridge and went to the 

Padua University in Northern Italy, the most famous medical school in Europe 

at that time.  

It was in Padua he got his first clue about the circulation of the blood. 

His anatomy teacher discovered that the veins contained valves which 

allowed the blood to flow in one direction only. They were open like a 

door when the blood flowed. The discovery of the valves showed Harvey 

that there could be no passing of the blood to and fro along the same vein, 

as men had believed until his time. He also tried to solve the problem of 

the flow of the blood from the standpoint of mechanics, regarding the heart 

as a kind of pump. 

Harvey wrote that he wanted to find out the facts by personal observation 

and not from the writings of others. He watched the work of the heart of 

living animals, first cold-blooded animals. From such observations Harvey 

concluded rightly that the heart beat or pulse comes when the heart contracts, 

and that this contraction forces the blood out from the heart into the 

arteries. This conclusion was the result of his observations of the structure 

of the heart itself. 

William Harvey 
(1578-1650) 

A Doctor Who Discovered 
the Circulation of the Blood 
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Harvey then studied the blood flow in the veins. In one experiment he 

bandaged the arms of living men. When he did so the veins became 

swollen, and he could see them easily. On pressing the finger along a vein 

in a direction away from the heart Harvey found that that part of the vein 

was without blood. This showed very well that the veins allow the blood to 

pass only towards the heart. Earlier observers, Leonardo da Vinci, for 

example, had observed the valves in the great arteries leading from the 

heart. They were also seen by Harvey, and he rightly concluded that these 

valves allowed the blood to pass only from the heart. So he understood that 

in both arteries and veins the flow of the blood must be continuous and in 

one direction only. 

In 1602, at the age of twenty-four, he left Padua with his degree of 

Doctor of Medicine and returned to England. 

He set up in London and soon became a well-known doctor. In 1607 he 

was elected a Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons and Physicians at 

Bartholomew Hospital. 

 

Harvey Continues His Scientific Work 
 

William Harvey had made little progress in his study of the heart but he 

continued his experiments. 

He decided to tie threads round arteries and veins. In this way he 

confirmed that the blood in the arteries flows from the heart, while in the 

veins it flows towards the heart. 

In 1615 Doctor Harvey became a lecturer at the Royal College of 

Physicians. The following year, Harvey began to demonstrate his theories at 

his lectures.  

He continued to do so for ten years. During this time he retested his 

conclusions by repeated experiments. So great was his caution, and his zeal 

for truth, that he always invited criticism and did not want to publish his 

results. Only under the great pressure of his friends did he make known his 

discoveries to the world. His work was published (in Latin) in Frankfurt, 

Germany, in 1628 under the title Anatomical Disquisition on the Motion of 

the Heart and Blood. His book aroused much criticism and many spoke 

against it. Some of his patients thought that he was mad and left him.  

But time passed and medical men saw that Harvey was right. They 

began to believe in his theory and when the Civil War of 1642 – 1649 began, 

Harvey was made court physician. Harvey was a quiet man. So composed 

was he that when, as a physician, he was present at the Battle of Edgehill 

he sat calmly under a tree reading a book. When a cannon-ball fell near 

him he merely changed his position and continued to read. Such calmness, 
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his skill in experiment and perfect understanding of a problem enabled him 

to carry out scientific work which even today, more than three hundred years 

later, compels the admiration of all those who study the human body.  

It is often said of people like Harvey that they were born before their 

time. Harvey was one of the harbingers of the new era of scientific experiments, 

the era when authority and dogma had to meet the test of truth.  

William Harvey was buried in Hampstead Church in Essex. That church 

has a special tower which was built by the Royal College of Physicians in 

the 19th century. The tower was built to honour William Harvey’s memory.  

 

Questions 
 

1. Describe the Kings’ School in Canterbury. 

2. Where did Harvey take his Bachelor of Arts degree? 

3. Where did he get the first clue about the circulation of the blood? 

4. In what way did Harvey study the circulation of the blood? 

5. How did he study the circulation of blood in arteries and veins? 

6. What kind of his work was published in 1628? 

7. Give a summary of the scientific life of Harvey. 

8. Find in the text the examples of the Passive Voice and explain their 

usage. 
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James Watt was born on January 19, 1736, at Greenock in Scotland, 

where his father was a shipwright. Jamie, as his parents called him, was 

not at all strong. He suffered from terrible headaches and this was naturally 

a great handicap to him both in play and later in work.  

He could not start his schooling at as young an age as most children 

did, so his mother taught him to read, and his father taught him writing and 

arithmetic. He had a very good memory and a natural love of work.  

He liked mathematics and was also fond of designing and making things. 

For hours he would dismantle his toys and then rebuild them to his own 

design with the help of a small set of carpentry tools given to him by his 

father. 

When James was able to go to school he was sent to a private school; 

and he also received private lessons. He learnt a lot of subjects, and became 

good at languages as well as at mathematics.  

When James was fourteen he was given the famous book by Isaac 

Newton called Elements of Natural Philosophy. He found the book so 

interesting that he read it many times and spent much time thinking about 

it. He then started spending his free time on experiments. He made a small 

electrical apparatus with which he gave his friends shocks that made them 

jump. At the same time he studied how steam could be condensed. Though 

only fifteen, he was already beginning to acquire knowledge that was very 

important for him later when he began to design the steam engine. Soon 

after reading Newton’s book on natural philosophy, James began to read 

books on other scientific subjects – chemistry, medicine and anatomy. 

 

An Instrument-Maker 
 

James Watt, as a boy, spent much time in his father’s workshops. He 

learnt about elementary mechanics and about fitting out ships.  

His father always kept a good stock of telescopes, quadrants, and other 

optical instruments. James showed an especial interest in these instruments. 

He spent hours dismantling them to study how they worked and then carefully 

James Watt 
(1736-1819) 

The Inventor of the Universal 
Steam-engine 
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reconstructed them. This led him to take an interest in astronomy. Sometimes 

he went to a nearby hill and studied the stars through ships’ telescopes.  

When James was eighteen he decided to become a professional instrument-

maker, and in June 1754 he went to live with his uncle and aunt in Glasgow 

hoping to perfect the trade there. But there were so few qualified instrument-

makers in those days that James could not find anyone in Glasgow able 

and willing to teach him. So he set off on horse-back for London.  

After some time James managed to persuade an instrument-maker to 

give him a year’s instruction for twenty guineas. He found his training very 

hard and tiring. He worked from early morning till late in the evening.  

In a few months, however, he could make many things and towards the 

end of his training he told his father, «I think I shall be able to get my 

bread anywhere, as I am now able to work as well as most journeymen, 

though I am not so quick as many».  

Watt bought a few tools and returned to Glasgow to establish himself 

as an instrument-maker in that town. 

 

At Glasgow University 
 

It happened that Glasgow University had just received valuable instruments 

for equipping a new observatory. These instruments needed cleaning and 

putting into good working order, and Watt was given that job. His work on the 

instruments was so good that he was allowed to call himself «mathematical 

instrument-maker to the University». 

When he was twenty-one Watt was asked by a professor of medicine to 

make instruments that the latter needed for his medical experiments. Then 

he began to make quadrants and sell them at a much lower price than that 

asked by most instrument-makers. He also made musical instruments – 

organs, violins, flutes, and guitars. 

Once Watt was asked to repair a small working model of an atmospheric-

steam engine that was used for demonstration at engineering lectures at the 

university.  

The original full-size engine which this model represented had been 

built in 1702 by the famous engineer Thomas Newcomen to pump water 

out of coal-mines.  

Newcomen’s engine was the first practical attempt at designing a steam

-engine, or fire-engine, as it was then called. It was very primitive and did 

not look like the steam-engines of today.  

Watt soon started to think out ways how to improve its efficiency. He 

made a few scientific experiments in the hope of discovering the causes of 

its faults. 
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The results of these experiments showed him that Newcomen’s engine, 
like the other atmospheric-steam engines of that time, was founded on the 
wrong principle. He understood that in order to make the best use of steam, 
it was necessary – first, that the cylinder should be always as hot as the 
steam which entered it; and, secondly, that when the steam was condensed, 
the water to which it was reduced and the injection water itself should be 
cooled down to 100 degrees.  

It took Watt two years to find a way of putting his new theory into 
practice; but one Sunday afternoon in April 1765, while he was out for a 
walk, he suddenly found the answer to his problem. It occurred to him, he 
wrote later, that if communication were opened between a cylinder with 
steam and another vessel which was without air or fluids, the steam, as a 
fluid, would go into the empty vessel, and continue so to do till it had 
established equilibrium; and that if that vessel were kept very cool by an 
injection or some other way, more steam would continue to enter till the 
whole was condensed. 

Watt had made a great discovery: the using of a separate condenser in 
an engine for condensing the steam into water, so that the temperature of 
the cylinder was not lowered at each stroke of the piston.  

When he returned home, he took an old syringe and a few other things, 
including one of his wife’s thimbles and made a model engine to test his 
ideas. He introduced another new idea into his model in addition to the 
separate condenser: he did not leave the top of his cylinder open and he did 
not rely upon atmospheric pressure to drive down the piston. He closed the 
top and arranged the piston to be driven down by steam pressure. So the 
cycle was completed and the piston was operated by steam only.  

Though he had managed to make a successful model without much 
difficulty, he found it very difficult to construct a full-size engine based on 
his principles. He could not make his piston slide smoothly up and down 
the inside of the cylinder. The steam percolated between the piston and the 
cylinder and reduced power. Eventually, Watt managed to solve this 
problem to a certain extent: he put a mixture of pasteboard, cork, tow and 
horse-dung over the inside surface of the cylinder; but it was several years 
before he thought of this, and by that time his costly experiments had run 
him heavily into debt. 

 

At a Factory in Birmingham 
 

Once, when Watt was on his way back from London to Scotland, he 
visited a large factory in Birmingham which had been built a few years before. 
This factory, described as «the largest in England», had over 1,000 workmen, 
who made «all sorts of works … even astronomical clocks».  
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Watt was much impressed with the factory, but he saw one serious 

weakness. The mechanical equipment used in the factory, such as it was, 

was driven by a water-wheel, in much the same way as the country flour 

mills were driven. But the stream providing the water ran so low in dry 

weather that production was often brought to a standstill. Watt thought that 

his new steam-engine could be used there; and in May 1774 Watt and his 

two children (his wife had died three years before) went to Birmingham.  

James Watt was not thirty-eight. It was eleven years since he had first 

become interested in building a steam-engine, but he had still not perfected 

his engine and he had not been able to make use of it at all for industrial 

purposes.  

One reason why his engine was not fully efficient was that the cylinder 

bore was not a perfect circle; it was a little oval. This meant that nothing 

could entirely prevent the escape of steam round the piston. When Watt 

explained this difficulty to his partner, the latter immediately arranged to 

have better cylinders especially bored for him.  

New cylinders were a great improvement on those that Watt had used 

before, and with their help he could build an engine that at last really was 

efficient. «The fire-engine that I have invented is now going, and answers 

its purpose better than any other that has yet been made», he wrote to his 

father. 

His engine was soon drawing up water from the mines from a lower 

level than had ever been reached before.  

Once it was known how successfully the engine was working in the 

Cornish tin-mines, more and more orders from other parts of the country 

began to come. One order was from France for an engine for supplying Paris 

with water. 

 

Other Inventions 
 

Watt did not work on his engine only. He made several other inventions 

of a different kind. The most important of them was a copying machine. He 

invented this machine in the first place to help him with his correspondence 

and other written work.  

This is how the machine worked. A letter or manuscript was written in 

a special ink that took a long time to dry. Then thin sheets of paper were 

pressed in turns over the original script until ink had successfully penetrated 

the paper and had left a clear impression of the writing. Several copies could 

be taken very quickly in this way, thus saving the writer hours of work.  

Watt’s copying machine was used all over the country for about 100 years – 

until the typewriter took its place.  
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He also invented a method of bleaching, a machine for drying linen, 

and an instrument for determining the specific gravities of liquids.  

In October 1781 Watt made a still better engine that could do much 

more than merely pump water out of mines. This was a rotative engine. It 

could run machines, a thing no steam-engine had ever been able to do 

before. This was a great invention at that time. Watt took some time to 

improve his new rotative engine. After he perfected it all kinds of industries 

began to use it. In fact, it became the basis of industry: the motive power 

that drove the wheels of the various machines used in industry. It could do 

many things.  

But there was one thing that Watt’s engine could not do: propel itself 

and so drive a train. Watt thought to try to design a locomotive as well as 

his stationary engine, but he soon gave up the idea of designing a  

locomotive.  

In 1800, when James Watt was sixty-four, he retired. But he was by no 

means idle in his retirement. He fitted up a room in his house as a 

workshop, and shut himself away in this room for hours at a time making 

experiments or designing something. One invention that occupied his attention 

was a machine for copying sculptures.  

When he came out of his workshop, he usually settled down by the fire 

with a book, to improve his general knowledge. He read anything that he 

could lay hands on, but he was particularly interested in reading about music, 

medicine, law, and architecture, and, of course, about engineering and scientific 

subjects. He often continued his reading till late at night. 

As well as reading and experimenting, Watt received many visitors to 

his own home. He was an excellent conversationalist, and people paid 

great attention to everything that he said.  

 

Recognition 
 

James Watt lived to the age of eighty-three. He received many honours 

in recognition of his valuable work. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal 

Society of both London and Edinburgh. Glasgow University, the university 

where he began his successful work, conferred on him the honorary degree 

of Doctor of Law; and France made him a member of her famous Academy 

of Sciences.  

He liked very much to explain engineering problems to anyone, particularly 

young people, who wished to consult him, and he was consulted very often 

by people of all ages.  

On August 19, 1819 James Watt died at his home. A few years later a 

monument was erected to his memory in Westminster Abbey.  
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Questions 
 

1. What can you say about the childhood of J. Watt? 

2. When was the original full-size engine built? 

3. What were the first steps made to design a steam-engine? 

4. What idea came into Watt’s mind on Sunday afternoon in April 1765? 

5. What was the problem of cylinder in Watt’s design? 

6. How did Watt solve this problem? 

7. What were other inventions besides a steam-engine? 

8. Was Watt recognized as a scientist while he was alive? 

9. Where and when was the monument erected to Watt’s memory? 

10.  What grammar tenses are mostly used in the text? 
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A 

 to absorb [ǝƅ'sͻ:ƅ] – всмоктувати, поглинати [Einstein]; 

 to accelerate [ǝk'selǝreΙt[ – прискорювати [Stephenson]; 

 aesthetic [i:s'θetΙk] – естетичний [Hardy]; 

 affectionate [ǝ'fekʃǝnΙt] – люблячий; той, що любить [Faraday]; 

 to allege [ǝ'ledʒ] – стверджувати, приписувати [Archimedes]; 

 ancestor ['ænsΙstǝ] – предок [Darwin]; 

 to astonish [ǝs'tͻnΙʃ] – дивувати [Stephenson]; 

 at full speed [ǝt fu:l spi:d] – на повній швидкості, на повну 

[Stephenson]. 

 

B 

 balloon [bǝ'lu:n] – повітряна куля [Edison]; 

 beetle ['ƅi:tl] – жук [Darwin]; 

 blood flow [blʌd flǝu] – потік крові [Harvey]; 

 bright [braΙt] – яскравий [Edison]. 

 

C 

 calculus ['kælkjulǝs] – обчислення (мат.) [Newton]; 

 caution ['kͻ:ʃn] – обережність [Darwin]; 

 to cement ['sΙment] – скріплювати, цементувати [Hardy]; 

 circumference [sǝ'kʌmf(ǝ)r(ǝ)ns] – коло [Hardy]; 

 coil [kͻΙl] – котушка [Faraday]; 

 to confer a degree [kǝn'fǝ: ǝ dΙ'gri:] – надавати науковий ступінь [Watt]; 

 contradiction [ˏkͻntrǝ'dΙkʃ(ǝ)n] – протиріччя, спростування [Einstein]; 

 contribution [ˏkͻntrΙ'bju:ʃǝn] – внесок [Archimedes]; 

 conspicuous [kǝn'spΙkjuǝs] – помітний, значний [Morgan]; 

 craftsman ['krɑ:ftsmǝn] – майстер, ремісник [Archimedes]; 

 current ['kʌr(ǝ)nt] – електричний струм [Faraday]; 

 cylinder bore ['sΙlΙndǝ bͻ:] – діаметр циліндра [Stephenson]. 

 

D 

 deficiency [dΙ'fΙʃ(ǝ)nsΙ] – нестача, дефіцит, відсутність [Hardy]; 

 density ['densΙtΙ] – густота [Archimedes]; 

 to derive [dΙ'raΙv] – отримувати, здобувати; походити [Hardy]; 
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 descent [dΙ'sent] – зниження, падіння, спуск [Einstein]; 

 to devise [dΙ'vaΙz] – винаходити, вигадувати [Hardy]; 

 to be discontented with [dΙskǝn'tentΙd] – бути незадоволеним чимось 

[Faraday]. 

 

E 

 earthworm ['ǝ:θwǝ:m] – земляний черв’як [Darwin]; 

 eclipse [Ι'klΙps] – затемнення [Newton]; 

 embryo ['embrΙǝu] – зародок, ембріон [Morgan]; 

 to engrave [Ιn'greΙv] – гравіювати, відображувати [Archimedes]; 

 to erect [Ι'rekt] – встановлювати, споруджувати [Stephenson]; 

 eugenic [ju:'dʒenΙk] – нащадок як результат покращення спадкових 

якостей [Morgan]. 

 

F 

 to fertilize ['fǝ:tΙlaΙz] – удобрювати [Darwin]; 

 fossil ['fͻsl] – копалина [Darwin]; 

 furnace ['fǝ:nΙs] – піч, вогнище [Hardy]. 

 

G 

 gravity ['grævΙtΙ] – сила тяжіння [Newton]. 

 

H 

 to handicap ['hændΙkæp] – бути перешкодою, заважати [Watt]; 

 to hatch [hætʃ] – замислювати, розробляти [Faraday]; 

 heredity [hΙ'redΙtΙ] – спадковість [Darwin]; 

 high-grade ['haΙgreΙd] – високоякісний [Stephenson]; 

 honorary ['ͻn(ǝ)rǝrΙ] – почесний [Watt]; 

 hydrostatics [ˏhaΙdrǝu'stætΙks] – гідростатика [Archimedes]. 

 

I 

 illiterate [Ι'lΙtǝrΙt] – безграмотний, неосвічений [Stephenson]; 

 immense [Ι'mens] – надмірний, величезний, нескінченний [Hardy]; 

 incandescent lamp ['Ιnkæn'desnt] – лампа розжарювання [Faraday]; 

 inheritance [Ιn'herΙt(ǝ)ns] – спадковість [Morgan]; 

 insect ['Ιnsekt] – комаха [Darwin]; 

 inspiration [ˏΙnspǝ'reΙʃ(ǝ)n] – натхнення [Edison]; 

 in turn [tǝ:n] – по черзі [Hardy]; 

 It was over such possibilities that – саме над такими можливостями 
[Stephenson]. 
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L 

 to load with [lǝud] – завантажити чимось [Stephenson]; 

 loop [lu:p] – петля [Edison]. 

 

M 

 to make experiment [meΙk Ιks'perΙmǝnt] – експериментувати, проводити 

дослід [Faraday]; 

 manual skill ['mænjuǝl skΙl] – ручна майстерність [Newton]; 

 mathematician [ˏmæθΙmǝ'tΙʃ(ǝ)n] – математик [Archimedes]; 

 method of fluxions ['meθǝd] – метод диференціального обчислення 

[Hardy]; 

 motive power ['mǝutΙv 'pauǝ] – рушійна сила [Stephenson]. 

 

N 

 nucleus ['nju:klΙǝs] – ядро, центр [Newton]; 

 nest [nest] – гніздо [Darwin]. 

 

O 

 observation [ˏͻbzǝ:'veΙʃ(ǝ)n] – спостереження [Einstein]. 

 

P 

 partition [pɑ:'tΙʃ(ǝ)n] – поділ, ділення [Hardy]; 

 perspiration [ˏpǝ:spǝ'reΙʃ(ǝ)n] – піт [Edison]; 

 physicist ['fΙzΙsΙst] – фізик [Newton]; 

 piston ['pΙstǝn] – поршень [Stephenson]; 

 plague [pleΙg] – чума, лихо [Newton]; 

 prediction [prΙ'dΙkʃ(ǝ)n] – передбачення [Einstein]; 

 property ['prͻpǝtΙ] – майно [Edison]; 

 pump out [pʌmp aut] – викачувати [Harvey]; 

 pure [pjuǝ] – чистий, без домішок [Hardy]; 

 put into practice ['præktΙs] – здійснювати [Stephenson]. 

 

R 

 radiation [ˏreΙdΙ'eΙʃ(ǝ)n] – випромінювання, радіація [Einstein]; 

 to refract [rΙ'frækt] – заломлювати [Archimedes]; 

 relativity [ˏrelǝ'tΙvΙtΙ] – відносність [Einstein]; 

 reluctant [rΙ'lʌktǝnt] – неохочий [Einstein]; 

 to retest [rΙ'test] – перевірити знову [Edison]; 

 to rotate [rͻu'teΙt] – обертати [Watt]. 
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S 

 scrape [skreΙp] – чищення [Morgan]; 

 to search out [sǝ:tʃ] – шукати [Newton]; 

 seaweed ['si:wi:d] – морська водорость [Darwin]; 

 shipwright ['ʃΙpraΙt] – кораблебудівник [Stephenson]; 

 silver ['sΙlvǝ] – срібло [Archimedes]; 

 solar ['sǝulǝ] – сонячний [Archimedes]; 

 solitude ['sͻlΙtju:d] – самотність, ізоляція [Newton]; 

 solubility [ˏsͻlju'bΙlΙtΙ] – розчинність [Archimedes]; 

 species ['spi:ʃi:z] – вид, рід [Darwin]; 

 spare time [spεǝ taΙm] – вільний час [Stephenson]; 

 to spin [spΙn] – крутити, вертіти [Einstein]; 

 to spread [spred] – розповсюджувати [Edison]; 

 staunch [stͻ:ntʃ] – стійкий, надійний, міцний [Hardy]; 

 to steep [sti:p] – занурювати [Edison]; 

 sundial ['sʌndaΙǝl] – сонячний годинник [Newton]; 

 to suppress [sǝ'pres] – пригнічувати, угамовувати [Darwin]; 

 to suspect ['sʌspekt] – підозрювати [Archimedes]; 

 susceptibility [sǝˏseptǝ'biliti] – вразливість [Archimedes]. 

 

T 

 to tackle ['tækl] – братися за щось [Hardy]; 

 thread [θred] – нитка [Edison]. 

 

U 

 urgent ['ǝ:dʒ(ǝ)nt] – терміновий, негайний, надзвичайно необхідний 

[Archimedes]. 

 

V 

 valve [vælv] – клапан [Harvey]; 

 vessel ['vesl] – посудина [Archimedes]. 

 

W 

 wage [weΙdʒ] – заробітна плата [Hardy]. 
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